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HOPE COLLEGE ORAL HISTORY PROJECT
Interview with Henry Voogd - June 2, 1981

BECHTEL:

This interview is really a preparatory interview for the Hope

College Oral History Project.
this summer:

I'm going to be interviewing four men

Dr. Oudersluys, Dr. Kuyper, Dr. Osterhaven, and Dr. Cook.

So, as we go along I'd appreciate hearing whatever you think would be
helpful for me in my upcoming interviews with these men.

I don't want

us to be limited by this, though, especially since you more than qualify
for an interview strictly in your own right.

So, I would like for us to

broaden our focus to incluede the history and nature of the relationship
between Hope College and Western Seminary.

Certainly one topic under

this heading is the birth and growth of Hope's Religion Department.

Giv-

en your first-hand knowledge of this subject I think we would be justified in spending a bit of extra time on that.

So, with all oC this in

mind, Dr. Voogd, wherever you would like to begin is where we'll start.
VOOGD:

I could probably best relate to your questions by just following

the history of the Religion Dep3rtment as I have been exposed to it.

I

came here in 1947 and was hired in the Department of Sociology to develop
a sociology department.

And I served in that capacity until 1950, at

which time Dr. Osterhaven left Hope College and went to Western Seminary.
Now just to back up a moment, Dr. Osterhaven was the chairman of the
Bible Department as it was called then. and the Department offered four
courses through the consecutive years of the college life.

The freshman

course was "The Life of Christ."

The requirement for the sophomore class

was "The Apostolic Age."

The required course for the junior students was

"Old Testament History."

The requirement for all students at the senior

level was a course at that time titled "The Philosophy of the Christian
Religion," which has since been replaced by the Senior Seminar with much
more option in terms of choice.

The

were two semester hour courses;

the Senior course three semester hours.

~reshman,

Sophomore, Junior courses

And that pattern was followed regularly until 1950 and we continued the
process that Dr. Osterhaven had begun.
BECHTEL:
VOOGD:
'44.

Do you know how long he had been here?

I would estimate that Dr. Osterhaven dates back to about 1943 or
Prior to him Dr. Henry Bast was the Bible Department Chairman, and

I recall when I was in college from 1937 to 1941 Dr. Bast was the teacher
of these particular courses.

But they were essentially the same courses

that Dr. Osterhaven was teaching ....
BECHTEL:
VOOGD:
BECHTEL:

So, you had Dr. Bast, then, for those courses?
I had Dr. Bast for those courses when I was here.
Were Bast and Osterhaven the only ones who were teaching in

the Bible Department then?
VOOGD:
BECHTEL:
VOaGo:

A one-man department.
Oh, I see.

Then, they had to teach the whole college ....

The whole college - all four courses.

And when I began teach-

ing myself in 1950 in the Religion Department. .. or, as it was ca..led then,
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the Bible Department ... ! taught those four courses.

Those were the four

basic courses and that was the extent of it.
BECHTEL:

VDDGD:
BECHTEL:
VOOGD:
BECHTEL:
vaDeD:

How big did those classes tend to be?
They were large classes.
Righ t .
Anywhere from fifty to up to 200 at times.
Where did you meet?
Where did we meet?

In the chapel ... the lowever level of the

chapel.
BECHTEL:

How would you characterize the attitude in those classes?

Was

it much different than in required classes now?
VOOGD:

Oh, I think the students accepted it well.

I think we had to

use a lot more objective evaluation due to large enrollments.

We had more

short answer questions for purposes of evaluation and so forth ... not so
much opportunity for essay writing.

But there was a requirement of a

term paper ... certain topics that were listed and every person had to write
a term paper in his respective course.
itive.

I think the attitude was very pos-

I think at that time more of the reaction was to required chapel

rather than required religion courses.

We still had required chapel in

those days and that was really quite an issue.
BECHTEL:

So some hostility was vented at that more than toward the re-

quired religion courses.
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VOOGD:

That's right.

There was very little opposition to the taking of

the religion courses that were offered.
BECHTEL:

Did classes back then tend to be a little bit more devotional

in character because, perhaps, the character of the students was more accepting of a religious perspective than nowdays?

That may be way off. base,

but ....
vaaGn:

They were sound liberal arts courses with educational rather than

evangelistic goals.
BECHTEL:

It makes a difference, though, whether or not students accept

that, I think, in their attitude toward the course.
VaOGD:

That's right.

Well, I think that the variation of student response

was the same then as it is today.
BECHTEL:

Really?

Were people as open about it if they were, for instance,

atheists or agnostics?
vaaGn:

I think they were open to it.

(Even as now.)

You will always

find some who take the course simply to fulfill graduation credit and
others who get excited and are intensely interested in the course of
study.

But all of the courses were Biblically oriented.

And even the

Philosophy of the Christian Religion was essentially the concept of God,
man, salvation, destiny - you took the four major themes of Christian theology and introduction to Christian religion and went through those and
had your conversations on them.
that.

But there was very little reaction to

Probably Hope wasn't as cosmopolitan in those days as it is now.
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We draw from a much larger student background today.
BECHTEL:

Was teaching Bible, then really your first choice and

socio~ogy

kind of a second?
VOOGD:

Biblical studies was my area of specialized graduate study.

I

had graduated from Western Theological Seminary in 1947 in the field of
Old Testament Languages and Literature.

It was in the Fall of this same

year in which I was offered a position at Hope College.
BECHTEL:
VOOGD:

I see.
Ultimately my goal was to teach in the Biblical field, although

I had a minor program go in in socilaogy, so, I was qualified there to a
degree, but not to the degree that I was in Biblical studies - particularly
Old Testament studies.

But the opportunity to teach specifically your

special area was not there as it is now.

You had to teach the whole frame-

work of Biblical topics - from Gospels to Acts to Old Testament to Philosophy of Christian Religion.

I would like to say that the classes we,e

becoming excessively large at this particular time due to the large
of veterans after the war period.

inf~ux

Under the Veteran's Administration the

men returning from the services were allowed to go to callege at government expense.

So, our enrollment in that particular era - from 1948 to

'52 shall we say - was exceedingly large.

And as a result of that I receiv-

ed my first colleague in the department - Dr. Ponstein.
ed my in 1952.

Dr. Ponstein join-

He had been attending Western Seminary and had had some

earlier teaching experience in the high schools in speech.

He had already

done some part time work with Dr. Schrier in the speech department at Hope
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and then in 1952 he came to join me in the Religion or Bible Department.
So, the two of us held sway in the Bible Department right down to 1960 ...
1962 in fact.

When ... as I look at my notes here it was then that Dr.

Jentz was gired as a third member of our department.

Dr. Jentz left our

department a few years later to join Dr. Dykstra in the Philosophy Department.
BECHTEL:
VDOGD:

Just out of curiosity, where were you offices then?
Our offices were located in the lower floor of the chapel.

The

office that is now occupied by Dr. Jentz in the southwest corner of the
chapel was the office of the Chairman of the Bible Department and also the
Chairman of the Chaplaincy Program.

I ought to add that at that time the

college had among its standing committees what was termed the "Religious
Life Committee."

The chairmanship of the Religious Life Committee auto-

matically became the responsibility of the head of the Bible Department.
So, you not only inherited the teaching program, but also the chapel program, and at that time we had chapel every day - Monday through Friday.
BECHTEL:
VOOCD:

Who was required to give those chapel sermonettes, then?
Well, it was our province then as a committee to arrange the

speakers for all of those chapel services.
was a student created service.

Tuesday morning as I recall

At that time we had YMCA and YWCA organ-

izations on campus; the Ministry of Christ's People as we now have it.
Thus the students arranged for the Iuesday program.
props for services on other days.

We used some other

We often had local ministers on Friday

mornings, for example, and members of the faculty all took their turn
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leading chapel; almost without exception.

Most were very willing to serve

in the chapel program and very few refused.

So we had a double function

to perform - not only the supervision of the chapel pregram but also the
teaching of coursed in the Bible Department.
BECHTEL:
VOOGD:

It seems like that's a very big order!

(laughter)

I sometimes reflect upon it and I don't know how we did it, actu-

ally.
BECHTEL:

And especially if there was that kind of a tension with the stu-

dents toward the chapel program... it would make it an extra kind of a
headache or abstacle to overcome.
VOOCD:

That's right.

BECHTEL:

Maybe we could digress just a minute for you to tell me some-

thing about the chapel services during those years.

What were some of the

problems with the students?
VOOGD:

Well, I think the main problem was attendance.

They had to give

evidence every morning that they were there.
BECHTEL:
VOOCD:

Was someone actually taking roll, then?
We had student monitors who would check who was there and who was

not there.
BECHTEL:
VOOGD:

Did they have assigned seats?
They had assigned sections, more or less.

The seniors sat in the

upper south section of the auditorium behind the faculty who occupied the
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first few rows.

Behind them were the juniors.

Then going to the rear of

the chapel on the north side the sophomores, and the freshmen were up
front on the north

~_

So, the seniors and the freshmen were in the

front and the juniors and the sophomores were in the rear.

All sections

had their monitors who were taking attendance each morning.

I believe

they were allowed ... my recollection is a little hazy on this point, but I
believe they were allowed a certain number of absences during the semester.
Chapel in those days was held from 8:00 - 8:20.
BECIITEL:
VODGD:

What happened if they missed too many?
Well, they were called before the chpel board and had to give a

rationale for their absence and so forth.
they were commuting.

Some of them were working or

There were certain problems ... or marriage situations

... which allowed for some exceptions, but as I reflect, it was the attendance problem which created most reaction and made it difficult to lead the
chapel services.

But the chapel services were, I think, very instructive,

very helpful, and very brief - fifteen minutes in length.

We kept a very

sharp curfew on time.
BECHTEL:
VOOGD:

That's relatively painless.
As chapel leader our function was primarily to introduce the speak-

er - Ponstein and I shared these responsibilities.
mornings and I would take certain mornings.

He would take certain

Following introduction the

speaker would take over and then with the singing of a hymn it would complete the service.
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BECHTEL:

VaOGD:
BECHTEL:

VaDGD:

I've heard rumors of some pranks that were played ....
Oh, many, many pranks.

(laughter)

Do any stand out in your mind as particularly creative?
Well, one, yes was the setting off of an alarm clock which was

hidden in the choir loft, and then when the alarm would go off no one could
find the clock and so forth and it just kept on ringing t i l l it ran out.
That always created a lot of confusion and amusement to the students.
were other minor incidents.

There

Upon occasion, hymnbooks would be missing from

the chapel pews - another student prank.

I should add that the chapel

choir also participated in the services ....
BECHTEL:
VOOGD:
introit.

At every service?
Yes, they had a token chapel choir at every service to sing the
The choir members sat in the choir loft and their attendance was

recorded there.
BECHTEL:

I see.

Was that a volunteer thing, then, or was it an auditioned

choir like it is now?
VOaGD:

I think essentially i t was the members of the chapel choir directed

at that time by my very good friend and colleague ....
BECHTEL:
VDOGD:
BECHTEL:
VOOGD:

Cavanaugh?
Bob CavanQ,ugh, yes.

Bob Cavanaugh.

Could I continue ....

Sure.
... into the 1950's and the development of the department?
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Ponstein

and I carried forth in the Religion Department teaching the four basic
courses from 1950 ... he came in 1952 ... and then down to 1960.

1960 marks a rather significant date in my mind.

I think

It was at this time

that I was appointed chairman of what we were now goin to call the Religion Department.

Prior to that time I was simply known as the head of

the Bible Department.

But now we changed the name to the Religion De-

partment and we began to introduce a greater variety of courses.
BECHTEL:
VOOGD:

What prompted that?
Well. I think largely it came from within.

We wanted to estab-

lish the Religion Department as an academic discipline - as a department
within the humanities. and not simply as a department which offered required courses because we were a church related college.

1960 that the program began to emmerge significantly.

From that time on

we find that our department had a rather rapid expansion.
items down here that I jotted from the catalogue:

And it was in

I have a few

in 1962 we hired Dr.

Jentz to relate to us in the Bible Department. in 1966 both Dr. Bruins
and Dr. Palma joined our department, in 1968 we hired Dr. Coughenour who
is now at Western Seminary, and in 1970 Dr. Lee, and then in 1972 Dr.
80ulton ... so you can see there's a rather rapid progression in the size of
our department as we began to establish the Religion Department as a liberal arts department in the humanities area with the opporunity for a student to graduate with a major in the religion field.

There, I would add.

the major was achieved simply by the accumulation of 24 to 30 hours in the
department as we began to offer additional courses.
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BECHTEL:
VDOGD:
BECHTEL:

Until what time was it just this random accumulation?
That ran all the way from 1960 right up to 1971 - 72.
I see.

So students could take pretty much anything within the

department and accumlate a major if they had enough hours.
VOOGD:
BECHTEL:

That's right.
When did the courses start to specialize more and move from

these four Bible courses?

Was that when you actually moved from being

the Bible Department to the Religion Department?
VODGD:

That's right.

That's when we began to expand and offer additional

courses.
BECHTEL:

Do you remember what some of the titles were in the very early

days of the Religion Department?
VOOGD:
BECHTEL:
VOOGD:

Some of the titles of the courses, you mean?
Right.
Well, it was Old Testament and New Testament studies, Church

History, and Philosophy of the Christian Religion continued.

For my part

I recall adding courses in Prophetic Literature and Archeology and the
Bible.

In fact, I recall talking to Dr. Bruins recently and he remembers

taking the Archeology course at the time it was introduced in the late
50's or early 60's.

The bifurcation of the Old Testament and the New

Testament as we have it in our present structure did not evolve until 1973.
BECHTEL:

What were the general run of students required to take then?
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VOOGn:

The students were then required to take six hours in the Religion

Department at

tl~

freshman, sophomore, junior level, and then the three

hour senior Bible requirement as it was called.
right up until about 1972 - 73.
Carol.

And that remained standard

I'd like to back up jsut a little bit,

An interesting and significant thing happened in the early 1950's.

The dean of students at that time was Milton Ringa.

Milton Ringa and his

wife Gladys were the Hope College associates to the Danforth Foundation.
Milton Hinga served for six years in this capacity and then his function
was to nominate a Hope faculty member and his wife to replace him in the
Danforth program.

It was in the year 1952 that Milton and Gladys recom-

mended myself and my wife Helen as their successors.
ation with the Danforth program.

That began my affili-

I mention this for the simple reason

that through our combined efforts - primarily I would say of Dean Hinga we received from the Danforth Foundation their grant which supports our
Danforth program to this day.

At that time the Danforth program was under

the control of William Danforth, Sr., and he was very interested in promoting faculty/student Christian relationships and conversations on college
and university campuses.
BECHTEL:
VOOGD:

Where was this man - this Mr. Danforth, and who was he?
William Danforth Sr. was the chairman of the board of the Ral$ton -

Purena Company in St. Louis, Missouri, but his program was a national program embodying college professors from allover the country.

He establish-

ed summer retreat programs at Camp Miniwancu in the Shelby, Michigan territory and we often attended those gatherings of college and university
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professors.

Of interest here is that we secured a Danforth grant to es-

tablish a chapel on Hope's campus.

This was his pet project.

His goal

was to establish meditative chapel buildings on variouscampuses of uviversities and colleges across the coutnry.

When they came to evaluate

such a venture at Hope College, they found we were already pretty well
supplied with chapel provisions; so they decided instead to give us a
fund of money which we could use to promote religious life on campus.
And the moneys at that time were used in two ways - one to bring to the
campus a religious life speaker - a week of spiritual emphasis as we called
it.

And the rest of the moneys were used to promote faculty/student re-

lationships on socializing - informal gatherings and things of that nature.

Since that time, and due to the inflationary situation, all of the

funds are now being used to secure a speaker.
speaker program.

So, we now have our Danforth

The second part of it - providing money to promote faculty/

student relations has somewhat been obviated ....
BECHTEL:

I think that is considered in the choice of a speaker, isn't it?

At least in the years that I've been here there is a focus on getting that
student contact with whoever the speaker is.
VOOGD:

Yes.

And that's the vestige of the original purpose of the grant.

That's one interesting thing that happened in the SOlS.

Another interest-

ing thin that happened is that there was some movement within the church
(RCA) - and I think this goes into the SOlS too - for the training of
young people to work in the church ... similar to what we call now our church
worker program ... in the area of Christian education.
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I don't know where

these funds came from, but the churches provided some funds to hire a person on our staff who would be particularly directed toward the promotion
of Christian education courses.
was William Hilmert.

And the first man to hold that position

I don't know if you've interviewed Rev. Hilmert yet

at this point ....
BECHTEL:
VOOGD:

No, I havent'.
... but he would be an excellent person, also, to consult as to the

origins of that particular dimension of the religion program on campus.
BECHTEL:
VOOGD:

Now did he work within the aegis of the Religion Department?
He was almost a separate department by himself - he worked in con-

junction with us, but he had his own specific courses in Christian education.
BECHTEL:
VOOGD:

About when was this, again?
This was in the early 1950's as I recall.

the catalogue on that.

I would have to check

And I think if you look at the catalogue you'll

find all these men referred to before listed and the date on which they
began to teach.
BECHTEL:

And that was during the time when the Religion Department was

still so closely connected with the chaplaincy ....
VOOGD:
BECHTEL:
VOOGD:

That's right.
IK.

So, there wasn't a separate chaplain ....

Until they hired Dr. Cook.

That's where Dr. Cook comes in.
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He

came in as a chaplain to aleviate the Religion Department, then, from the
chapel responsibilities.

We found it a little difficult at times to teach

religion courses as professors without being recognized as the spiritual
counselor on campus.

That creates a problem just as it does now between

the role of the chaplain and the role of the Bible professor.

They are

two different distinct functions and when you put them both under one hat
it creates some tensions within the classroom.

They associate you with

the spiritual life program rather than simply as an academic teacher.

So,

Dr. Cook was the first one to break into that field, and then Hillegonds
was hired, and ultimately now we have VanHeest in that particular role.
BECHTEL:
VOOGD:

So, what was the function of this Mr. Hilmert?
His function simply was to train and attract young people to en-

ter into church life and work after they graduated.
BECHTEL:

Did he have majors of his own?

the side?
VOOGD:

Or was this just something on

Did students have class with him or just go and talk to him?

No, they had classes with him, .. classes in Christian education. It

became a part of the curriculum ... they could use these classes and the hours
accumulated towar the graduation requirements.
BECHTEL:
VOOGD:

They couldn't use it toward a Religion Major, though, could they?
No.

Actually ... that's an interesting question.

You see, Dr. Hil-

mert, I think, was not here when we began to develop our Religion Major
program.

He had already left the scene.

And whatever he had developed in

the Christian education area was then brought over into our Religion
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Department.

And as it is today Dr. Bruins does most of his work in the

field of the church worker program.

So, I think what he had beguan is

now incorporated into our Religion Major program through various members
of our department.
BECHTEL:
VOOGI):

What was the reason for his leaving?
I don't really know what his personal reasons for leaving were.

I think he returned to the ministry in a church.

He. for a time. was the

minister of the 2nd Reformed Church in Zeeland ....
BECIITEL:

So, with his leaving, then, that department just kind of merged

into the Religion Department?
VOOGD:
BECHTEL:
VOOGD:

That's right.
I see.
And of course, it really expanded in the 60's.

was the decade of expansion in the department.

The 60's really

We began to get people of

varied expertise and began to develop a breadth and a dimension which we
didn't have.
BECHTEL:
VOOGD:

Was anyone specifically hired to take over Hilmert's function?
No, not particularly.

I think the church funds that were sup-

porting that program probably ran out too.

I don't recall exactly how

this program was funded, except that it was under Dr. Lubbers' regime and he
in cunjunction with the Reformed Churches promoted this particular phase of
our educational development on campus.
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BECHTEL:
VOOGD:

OK.
Could I speak to just one other point, which is kind of an in-

teresting backdrop to what we now have in the Religion Department?

As

we developed a major program we felt a desire to encourage more of our
superior students to major in the religion field - to consider it as a
legitimate liberal arts major for a college program.

And I remember al-

ready in the late 60's and the early 70 1 5 going around to various churches
to see if they would help me establish a scholarship fund that we could
use for the benefit of superior students - not on the basis of need because we already had the Board of Benevolence for persons who were going
into Christian ministry - but simply to attract persons of superior ability into the Religion Department.

Thus we began to develop a fund in that

sense, and finally in 1971 - 72 we offered our first religion scholarships
- I think there were four person that were in that first group.

I remem-

ber Bob Van Voorst was one of them and Jim Berens was, I think, one of our
first ones, too.

There were four persons, in other words, involved in

that ... I have that in my records, too, if you're interested in that kind
of thing.

And then as I carried that torch around in the churches, provi-

dentially I came in contact with Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Van Ess in St.
Petersburg, Florida.

Mr. and Mrs. Van Ess were members of the Hope Re-

formed Church in Chegoygan, Wisconsin who as a retired couple spent their
winters in St. Petersburg.

At this time I was the Reformed Church advisor

on the board of the St. Petersburg Reformed/Christian Reformed Chapel in
St. Petersburg.

It was as members of the chapel that we came to know each
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other.

It was in 1972/73 that he gave us his initial grant of $20,000

to establish a permanent fund.

And since that time he has been adding to

it every year until now it is over the $100,000 level.

Thus we now have

our Hope College Van Ess scholarship fund from which we annually grant
scholarships to our superior students.

This is a program that was always

very close to my interest - to enhance the quality and the caliber of
yound men and women going into the ministry and leadership of the Christian
church.

To enrich the leadership ... not to get persons who are •.. undoubtedly

all persons who are captured by the Spirit and are moved by God into this
area of service and witness ... but to give some incentive to a person of
superior ablility to consider this area of Christian vocation.

Because

scholarships have always been more readily available in other departments
of the humaniites and sciences, we in the Religion Department have suffered in the past by not being able to provide similar incentives to superior
students.
BECHTEL:
VOOGD:

Sure.
In former years there were many scholastically superior students

intensely interested in the religion field, who when they received an offer
from some other department for scholarships were naturally attracted there.
So now we have something to compensate for that from our point of view. And
it's worked out very well.
BECIITEL:
VQOGD:

It's certainly turned to gold.
Yes.
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BECHTEL:

Can you think of any other water-marks. I guess. during the

years in which you've been here?

You've already highlighted many of

them....
VOOGD:

Well. I think that the thing that I particularly look back upon

with great satisfaction is the development of our religion major program
in terms of its five disciplines ... and they really began to establish a
set of solid ... instead of simply just an accumulation of hours in the
Religion Department - to establish a program which covered the whole spectrum of the field of religion - whether it's Biblical studies, or historical theology or world religions or philosophy of religion or theology or
Christian ethics or
burgeoned ....

rel~gion

in culture - to get a program ... and that

And I would give due credit to Dr. Coughenour as being one

of the persons with whom we worked very closely in the early development
of that program.

And when we presented our proposals to the - as we called

it at that time - the Academic Affairs Committee and they had to ... oh.
there was a lot of Correspondence - a lot of work that went into the establishment of our current curriculum.

It didn't just grow by mopsy. but

it actually took a lot of straining and a lot of deep thought and reflection and we're now enjoying the results of it.

But in its genesis it was

a rather interesting evolvement and it demanded a lot of committee meetings and a lot of student input as we tried to formulate a solid program.
And as our catalogue now states. it's now recognized as an integral part
of the liberal arts program and a recognized academic discipline for the
investment of a life.
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BECHTEL:

VaaGD:

And so that was when you began to specialize a bit more.
That's right.

And that's when we began to look for men with par-

ticular expertise in particular areas, just as now we're looking for someone in world religions, which happens, as you know, to be an area in which
we certainly need new life.
BECHTEL:

How about cahracters that stand out in your mind as particularly

colorful during your years in the department?

Is there anyone or a number

of people that stand out?

VaOGD:

Well, I guess the person that's closest to me in all of my his-

tory at Hope College would be Dr. Ponstein.
the ball for so many years together.

He and I more or less carried

And as we labored together in the

chapel I can still recall that first of all my office was in the office now
occupied by Dr. Jentz at the western end of the Ministry of Christ's People
and we had those partitions - the whole area was partitioned off ..• I guess
it still is, isn't it?
BECHTEL:

VOOGD:

Right, yes.
So, I would sit on one side and he would sit on the other side and

I remember we would just talk over the partition.

That's kind of a happy

recollection I have ... we carried on more business over the wall rather
than having our committee meetings together.

And there's one other person

I failed to mention, too, that joined our faculty and that's Dr. Kruithof.
I'm sorry I neglected his name in this
also in the 1960's.

And the three of us
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but Dr, Kruithof was our colleague
.

BECHTEL:
VOOGD:

What did he teach?
Dr. Kruithof was more related to the philosophy of the Christian

religion course - a senior course.

But he taught other courses as well.

He was very adept. too. in the area of literature and religion.

He

taught a very popular religion course entitled "Christian Classics."

In

fact. when he first began teaching at the college he was a minister of
the First Reformed Church here in Holland and he taught part-time in the
English Department.
BECHTEL:

VOOCD:

I see.
He taught courses in Milton, for example.

When he came here as a

full time member he was actually a senior member in age.

It was kind of

an unusual situation, because Ponstein and I were both younger men and he
was senior to us - we had often gone to hear him preach when we were students in college.

He now joined our department and yet, he was working

under us more or less.
do today.

We had a very fine relationship together and still

But I'm sorry I neglected to mention him as one of the persons

who came following Ponstein.

It would be Ponstein. Kruithof, and Jentz -

in that order.
BECHTEL:

VODCD:
BECHTEL:
VDDGD:

How long was Ponstein here?
Ponstein was here until 1977.
OK.

So the department was quit!e large by then.

Because he was with me from 1952 to 1977.
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There's 25 years.

BECHTEL:

I've heard that the departmental meetings were quite energetic

during those years!
VOOGD:

Ponstein was a very strong contributor to our program in many ways.

BECHTEL:
VOOGD:

Yes.
Many people don't realize the many contributions that he did make

to the college.

He was one. for example. who spearheaded the tuition grants

to sons and daughters of faculty members.

I guess it's even going down to

the staff now - their sons and daughters can come to the college tuition
free.

But he inaugurated that program.

And we also worked together on the

current program of re]gion as a minor for teachers going into public schools.
So we entered into our whole program of the teaching of religion in public
schools.

And we often attended conferences together related to that.

was the moving impulse behind that program also.

He

I think we simply ap-

pointed him to do that and he did it in a very efficient manner.

Yes, he

was a creative person and he was very outspoken.
BECHTEL:

I've met him before and I can just imagine that things must have

really rolled while he was here!
VOOGD:

1 think he's the kind of person - you either liked him or you dis-

liked him.

You knew where he stood.

You dido' t have to argue the point -

this is what Ponstein ....
BECHTEL:
VOOGD:

He calls a spade a spade, I think - that's the impression I got.
That's right.

refreshing.

That's exactly the kind of person he is.

It's refreshing to find that kind of a person.
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And it's

BECHTEL:

What about the character of the students?

And I'm interested,

especially, in when women first started to declare majors in the Religion
Department and how was that responded to?
VOOGD:

We always had women students who were very interested in the

religion field.

And many of them became very fine church workers - that

is, they participated in the Christian education program in the church
program.

The enrollment of women into the major program really began. I

think, in the early 70's ... and then with the liberation movements and the
movement toward ordination of women I think we began to attract more and
more qualified women into our department.
you know.
BECHTEL:

We were happy to have them,

They are a great asset, I think, to the whole religion program.
Has the influx in recent years been new, I guess - have you

ever had as many women majors as in just the past couple of years?
VOOGD:

I think the number has been increasing gradually.

I think if you

look over the records you will see that from year to year we increase.
it's interesting how the religion major program has fluctuated, too.
goes by cycles.

And
It

There are certain periods when people are very interested

in sociology, for example, or psychology.
in church vocations.

And then they're very interested

And then they're very interested in business and

economics as is true today - these classes suddenly get large depending upon the world scene and the national program and so forth.
influence upon it.

This has a large

And I think that the church opening its doors to the

role of women has drawn many more young women students into the religion
program.
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BECHTEL:

How ahout the realtionship with the seminary over the years?

Wasn't there a time when people were encouraged not to major in religion
if they were going into the seminary - and this whole thing back and
forth?
VOOGD:

There's no question about that.

Dr. Bruins was our ]aisoo per-

son between the college and the seminary program, and when we established our religion major program there was reluctance on the part of the seminary to accept it wholeheartedly in the beginning.
a long history, too.

But I think this has

The history is that they always felt that it was

better to go to seminary with a general liberal arts education, and as far
as your religion training is concerned - you'll get that when you get to
seminary. so why do it earlier ... which is the old way of looking at it.
And probably ... although I will say that both Western and

N~w

Brunswick did

open themselves up and ultimately accord with us.

But in the beginning -

it meant that they had to make some changes, too.

And anything that kind

of creates an inroad into their program is not going to be looked upon
immediately with approval.
BECHTEL:
VQOGD:

They were a bit defensive about it.
They were a little defensive about it.

We would send students over

there who already had what they were teaching and they even used the same
textbooks and things of that nature - it created some problems.
BECHTEL:
VOOGD:

This was in wPat - the 60's or the 70's?
This would be in the 70's ... the early 70's as we developed our
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religion major program in its full extent.

So, there was that reluct-

ance, but I think that the relationship is very good today and they're
very open - they're very appreciative of the higher background that the
students have ....
BECHTEL:
YOOGD:

$0 the tension is pretty much smoothed over.
I think so.

I think it's still there and I think there is al-

ways the reluctance on the part of any school to chage their patterns,
especially if they're so deep-rooted.
BECHTEL:

I

know there still is some repetition of textbooks •.. I'm told

that they use Ahlstrom in their middler classes.

I'm not sure how I

should look forward to that - it's difficult.
VOOGD:

I think as you look forward to seminary life, I think that your

courses are no longer based upon a textbook, but upon a library.
BECHTEL:
YOOGD:

Right.
In other words, you're exposed to a whole expanse of literature

and research.
BEClITEL:
YOOGD:

That certainly is a valid point, I think.
Yes.

That's what graduate work is anyway.

It's not a course with

simply a textbook that you study - it's a course with an area of exposure
to which you then involve yourself in all kinds of resources.
BECHTEL:

That's a good thing to keep in mind.

I wanted to jump back just

to review your personal background here a little bit more.
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You graduated

from Hope in '41 and Western in '44 and Princeton in '47
VOOGD:

That's right.

I have also served RCA pastorates in Prottsville,

New York and Clover Hill, New Jersey.

I was ordained to the ministry at

Clover Hill, New Jersey in 1947.
BECHTEL:

I was wondering if you could tell a little bit about how the

war affected Hope and Holland during those years?
VOOGD:
degree.

Those were crucial years and it affected us to a very intensive
It's hard to express that now, and I think it's hard for people

to realize the tension that went on in a college campus - because most of
our male population was being drained off by the draft and entering into
the aremd services and so forth.
more feminine oriented.

And so the student body became more and

And as far as young persons like myself who were

moving toward the Christian ministry, I think the challenge there was to
enter into the chaplaincy.

Many of us went to seminary and enrolled in

the chaplaincy program as a part of our basic studies - and when we graduated if the war was still on we would probably have entered into some
branch of the service as chaplains.
strong feelings.

So that did create some very, very

And of course, a lot of your classmates are suddenly

taken off campus and some of them lost their lives in the service.

We

remember yet the day in which Pearl Harbor occurred and what a tremendous
impact that had upon the college campus when the word came that the Arizona
had been bombed by the Japanese ... difficult to believe and difficult to
apprehend the emotions of that time.
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BECHTEL:

How was the word spread that day ... just by word of mouth as

people heard it on the radio. or ... ?
VDOGD:

It came by the radio - via radio at that time ....

BECHTEL:
VOOGD:

Were there special services ....
And Presidential proclamation ....

here, yes.

There were special services

In fact. I think the Chapel Choir was giving one of its

Sunday Vespers services at that time ... they were performing at the time
?

when the new ... it was November 7. 1941.
BECHTEL:
VOOGD:

I believe so.
I'd have to check the date exactly. but I think there was a Choir

program going on at the time when the announcement came through.

It was

very dramatic and very traumatic.
BECHTEL:
VOOGD:

Yes.
Yes. and that's why the college poptulation dwindled from 1941 to

1944 in particular.

Those were years that I was in seminary.

And then,

immediately after the war - after the Armistice - then many veterans flooded the campus ... the housing problem was a tremendous problem.

But we

weathered the storm pretty well and I think the college Is to be credited
for adapting well to those changes on the national. political. and international scene.
BECHTEL:

Did you have contact with any of the four men I'm going to be

interviewing - you've already told me a bit about Dr. Osterhaven - as
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professors or classmates during your years in college and seminary?
VOOGD:

Dr. Osterhaven was a number of years ahead of me - I think he

might have been a senior while I was a freshman ... I'm not sure.

But I

think he was on campus one year while I was here and I knew Gene very
well - he's a fine person and a good teacher and a very active individual.
And he did a very creditable job here at the college when he taught the
Bible Department.
him go.

He was well received and well liked.

We hated to see

And Dr. Bast was also a popular teacher in his day - very differ-

ent from what we have now, because he was more of the vangelistic type,
you know ... it was more of a ... how did you express it earlier?
BECHTEL:
VQOGD:

A devotional ....
More a devotional type of Bible class experience?

Yes, I think

that would be true of his regime here as the head of the Bible Department.
BECHTEL:

I think that still hangs on in people's expectations of what the

Religion Department is going to be.

Many people are surprised ... ! know

I was.
VOOGD:

I'd like to ask you a question ... do you feel sometimes that we

bend over backwards not to be that way, or ... ?
BECHTEL:
VOOGD:
BECfrrEL:

Sometimes.
..• to show where we really stand in terms of the faith?
But I have found - with a couple of professors that I can think

of - that if you really pin them down and give a good enough reason as to
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why they should express how they feel on an issue they're addressing,
they will do it ... if not in front of the class they'll invite you back to
their office to do it privately.

But I think people are still very,

very sensitive about where to draw the line - and they're careful to
draw the line because of the misunderstandings in recent years.
VOOGD:

I appreciate your comment very much, because from our point of

view it is a problem.

You don't want to turn off the person who is on

the "ragged edge," shall we say, as though you're trying to convert him
that this is the way and you must accept it.

And at the same time, you

don't want to lose sight of the fact that you are an enunissary of your
Christian faith and you represent Hope.

I think just in the manner of

your life and in the quality of your life you give your witness more than
sometimes in the spoken word.
BECHTEL:
VOOGD:

That's right.

I think that's what I've witnessed.

There's a thin line between education and evangalization, you know.

It is difficult to establish the point at which you enter into one and
leave off the other and vice versa.
BECHIlEL:

I think what I've noticed from kn9wing so many of you well is

that you still have that deep concern for evangelism, but it comes through
very, very subtly.

And it comes through, like you say, in your lifestyle -

just in the way that you deal with your students and it makes them, I guess,
interested in the Gospel just by seeing the Gospel in your lives.
VOOGD:

I appreciate that comment and I hope that we all live up to it.
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One of the hallmarks of a religion department is that whoever teaches
here is certainly concerned about the students that are in the class in
a lot of special ways - personal ways.

And I hope all professors are of

that nature, but particularly, I think, in the religion field you have a
certain degree of compassion or understanding which has to be there if
you're going to teach effectively in this department.
BECHTEL:

I think so too.

Do you have anything else that comes to mind

to add?
VOOCD:

No ... I'm just laboring now because of some things or persons I

may have omitted.

I think that the work that has gone on since I left

the chairmanship has been very creditable.

Dr. Bruins and Dr. Boulton

have done excellent jobs in carrying on the course program.
BECHTEL:
VOOGO,

BECHTEL:
VOOGD:
BECHTEL:
VOOGD:

When did Dr. Bruins become the chairman?
1977.

OK.

That was the year I came here, then.

So he's the only one you knew as the chairman of the department.
Right.

I didn't realize it was that recent.

I think I've pretty well covered the waterfront ... you see, as I

talk with you there's always the possibility of reminiscing on this little
story and that little story and I've tried to avoid that.
BECHTEL:
VOOGD:

Those are fun, though!
I know they're a lot of fun and there are so many occurrences
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that happen.

I think the college has been very appreciative over-all

of the Religion Department and the role we play.

I've been here now

under the tenures of Dr. Lubbers, Dr. Vanderwerf, and now Dr. VanWylen and in the interims we had such persons as Hollenbach and VanderLugt
and so forth.

The relationship has always been very cordial and very

warm toward the Religion Department.

I personally have had opportunities

for three or four sabbaticals ... I had the Den Uyl Award which enabled me
to engage in some archeological research in the Holy Land in 1960 - I
remember that with great relish.

That was really my great introduction

to the field of archeology per se - instead of theoretically to actually
involve myself in it.

That was a great experience.

I worked that year at

the sites of Shechem in the Holy Land, plus Gibeon (el jib).
been a rewarding experience for me.

But, it's

In fact, Hope College has been my

life.
BECHTEL:

Yes, you've given it so many years.

Well, thank you very much.

This has been an interesting and informative interview.

I'm sure it will

be a help to me this summer.
VOOGD:
BECHTEL:
VOOGD:

Maybe sometime we should sit down and I'll interview you!
OK!

(laughter)

It's a deal!

Thank you, Carol.
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Thanks again.
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Co-po requtrsrnent in religion.
Response to letter from Dr. Brink

Yon!, l"8I'JUZSt has stirrpllated profitable d.iscussions
'?/ithi..., t')l1r nepartment. Three stHdents, Glenda
P",terso:l, Robert Van Voorst and il~ughn Haatman
shared i;'1 our cliscussio!l g,nd recofTl'1endations.

The first paGe contains the
pas3e~ ~y the gro~p.

recom~endations

which were

second and rem~inin~ parts of this document contain
Game of the rationale and thought that formed a b~ckdrop
to the recommendations.
Th~
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The depa."':"'trnent reC0'"l'r}e~r:' s the folIo'·,in:; :J.s a
st~t~mp.nt of objectives fo~ the core requi~enent
iT: religion:
ma

-i..ev~lap th~

student's

1. ['lat1..1re ancl (lisciplinerl underst"lnding of

the Judaeo Shristian tradition and the
religious he~itag<:! of the world.

..

2. Kr-owledge of the methodological tools of
the study of religion.

J. Awareness of the contemporary r01evance
of this relig;ious heritage to the evolvement
of an integrated world view.
4. Powers of critical evaluation as concerns
his OvTn religious commitments alld his development
of an intef,~ated world view~

The departr:lent also recomme!1ds that the current six
six hour requirement ill neligion be co~tinued.

To accomplish the

o~jectiveB stated above the
present rermi r'~rT]~"'1.t is es sential. The methodology
for accomplishing these objectives within the existing
requirement ~as been under constant review by the
departrrent. At the present time our program reflects
the accepted educational theory providing for wider
elective possibilities. This principle 1s pursued at
both the ~asic Studies aPfl Upper Level areas. Students
elect their first course in religion from anyone of the
four courses in Basic Studies in Religion and their
second course in religion from any course in the five
disciplines that does not h3.ve additional prereq"...l.isites.
This elective program offers the student a choice more
snit.ed to his interests and. abilities while retaining
the literal arts value of courses in religion. The
response has been ~ositive.

-"

-

A. re1ri-e··, of the various statements on the purposes
and ~o~ls of ~ope Colle~~ (including bot~ the most recent
pre~~nten by the pr3side~t's com~ittee dated Jan 29) 1973
:lnd the 196) doc1\!oent on ~3neral course requi.rements)
indicate that the study of religion is ~n integral part
of the cur~icular go~ls of the college.

In addition 'ie affirll that reli;ion is a field. of study

the humanities tnat ras long been recognized as a
proper focus for a li'"::ler'3.1 arts education.. Religion is one
of the f~n~amental expr~ssio~s of human beings and is a key
to culture. Reli~ion is ~~iversal~ whole cultures have been
dominated by it and there ap,ears to be no culture in which
it is entirely absent. The Judaic and Christian religions,
in particular) have bee!1 major forces in shuping ',.[estern
cultur~ and are therefore appropriate foci for stude~t5
who wish to v~derstand thenselves and their world in greater
depth.
Hithi~

It is ma~atory that the religto~ department accept
professional r~sponsibility for t~e continuance of a stron
Christia~ liberal arts tradition.
This requires an
academically sound pro 6 ra'n in religion wi thin the di vislon
of the huma!'l.ities. To this end the religion department has
recently :oevised and cu.rre!'ltly' offers a curriculum st':'"ucture
t~~t spans its academic field systematically and comprehensively. The course offerings are divide~.into five
disciplines: Biblical Stt~ies, Historical StUdies,
Theolo~ic~l-Philosophic~lStudies, Studies in World
~eligio~s and Religion in Culture. ~Foundational to these
disciplines is a Basic Studies in R ligion section which has
four cour~es: I-Literature of Judaism and Christianity which
is bAsic to 3iblical and Eistorical Studies, 2-Basic
~hristia~ Thought which is basic to Theological-Philosophical
Studies, 3-Phel'lomenology of Religion whicfu is basic to the studies in i.forld Reli~ions and L~-Reli~ion iii Society which
is basic to the ~eligion i~ Culture division. (Note: a
c~~rt por~rayin~ the intp.~rel~tio~ship of these disciplines
is", t tache1 ) .
rpo

l:lnd deducE" from th~se ohser~tio!ls)
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Departm.ent - R.eport of Ch·3.irman (Voogd)

Core reqlJirer!!e1'!t in rp,ligion

}.Tote:

These perso!1al r"'!flectio!'s on the current religion
are b~~ed upon ~iSC\lssions q~on~ the nembers of
the religio!1 staff in conjuction \'Iith three students: Glenc.a

.re0u~rR~ent

P~terson, qob~rt

Van Voorst and

V~u~hn ~98tnan.

Huon a revieN of ,~ariotls statements on the purrOSp.s ?n~ .0:0a1s
of !-'o'O~ Coll~qe (inclll'1ino: th~ !"'lO~t reCP-Tlt. nresented by the
presid~'!".t 's commi.tte? 8fld Rl~o relating back to th~ 1963 dOCUr:l~!1t
Q:R .r;eI'l.'?r~J.. .. covrse requi!'emants) it is self evide!1t that the study
p( rellrJ:1on is viewed as an i!".te:.:rFtl p.qrt of the core curricnlum ..
The folio~li!'!o: qt'otatio!1s /'iT'e represeYl.t.ative:
n tI'he :-:one ex-oerience should lep..d to the strengtheniml of
basic a.tti t'\fl~s: reverence to,·lard God 8·S reve;;'led in ~
..Tesu.s Christ; respect for t!1e cli.gni ty and nnique!!ess of O!lC I S
fellm'rs 8.!1t1. active concer!1 fa:' their hi~hest welfare;
belief i!l. the iT~erattve to knoN the t.ruth qn(l to "/el_
corne 00n.stEl.!'!.tly the incur~ion of !'.ew truth; and cor-cern
for the harmor.i01)~ development of all his polt/ers
j.-.,;-; intellect1)8l, 8est~etic) spiritual."
IIHope ColleO'e believes ). t is im!,ortant for hi!"!! (stucll"mt)
to explore \'-/inely t~e mi~d_ of the P-3.st ~!".d the phe!!.o'TIe!'!!":i
0:6 the present i1'1 order to ~a.in a clearer ur..derste.n"!.ing of
himself, of his fellowmen) of the society"and the physical
uni verse in !·.'hich he d~·lells) and. of the p0i1er of God
hn:l·Llbehind and above all these. II
At the same time, Hope Colle~e insists that a .recognition
of the ~ture of reality is not enough. Education is a
moral enterprise. It is concerned wtth tr..e "ought. U
Consequently) the student is constantly being urged, as
he explores, to evalue.te and to commit himself to some
~av\,
tronsce..,.,rlp,,",t
.,,£nrh
· c;·roun
.,., dal'Jes
f·" , \.'hich
'.'- -- h~
. .., ~1·"1..:l<C"
·_L:. V
"
,
r··fe. ·-Ml-'--···
.•
af'h~l''T'ate
~'U11cn!1e can orge.nlze h s
lne co lege
does this explicitly by asking its students to examine
the various creeds and beliefs 'I,rhich have preceded them.
As an avo;"edly Christian-oriented. institution, it presents
0penly the te:l.ets of the Christian faith. II
(all quotes from 1972 statement)
liAs a Christian liberal arts college, the fundamental
of such a ma~ (intellieent adult) actir-g
creatively and responsibly in the world of tOQay) are
based upon the precepts and teachings of the Bible ar-d
especially from the supre:ne revela.tion of God to man in
the Incarnation."
ch~racteristics

t~B~

"In other ~·'0rdS, the rectuired courses are trying to
liberate the stude~t from ignorance of himself, his
fellot·rmen, the society in Nhihh he lives, the natcre
of the physical universe, a~d the ~zture of the po~er that
is beyo~ a~d above all these, and to help hi~ firn ~
more meanin~ful sense of direction, so that r-e C2n better
take his place as a responsible, creative being in his
society. This is a life-long task. This 1s a Christian
obligation. II
(from the 196) general course requirement
seta teme~ t)
While the fulfillment of many of these ob~ectives relate to
all faculty a!:d departrr.ents, the relir;:ioYl departme~t r.1Ust
assume primary responsibility for developing the student's~
a. 3iblical ~lowledFe and tmderstanding of the JudaeoChristian tradition.and
b. awareness of the contemporary relevance of this ~owledge
and understanding to the wholeness of life in all its
decisio~s and expressions.
lie affirn these statements by adding that relieion is a field
of stud:! l'!ithi::1 the hwr.anities that has long been recognizect as a
proper focus ~or a liberal arts educat~on. Religion is op-e of
the fundamental exp~essions of human beings and is a key to sulture.
Reli,~ion is universal.
1'lhole cultures have been dominated by it
and there appea:-os to be no culture in which it is entirely ac-sent.
The Judaic a~ Christian reliGions, in particular, have been dajo!"
forces i~ shaping ~estern ~~lture a~d are, therefore, appropriate
foci for ~merica~ students who \~ish to understand themselves and thei:"
world in greater depth.
We also accept professio~l responsibility for the continu~~~~
or a strong Christian libe~al arts tradition in kee~ing Nith tte
charter of'Hope Colle~e and t~e colleGes co~mit~ent as a Reforrr.ed
Church r0lated ir.stitution. These require an academically soun~
prograr.l in religion \-rithin the division of the humanities. '!'o this
end the reli~ion department currently offers a curriculum structure
th3t spans its academic field systematically and co~prehe~sively.
The course offeri~~s are divided into five disciplines: ~iblical
Studies, P.istorical Studies, Theological-Philosophical Stt~ies,
Studies in "':o:-ld 3eligions and ~eligion in Culture. F'ou!"'-C.atio~a1
to these disciplines is a Basic Studies i!'! Religion seetio!'!. ~.,!:.ich
has four cou":"s""s: l-~he Literature of .Jude-ism a~.d. Ch!~isti :'.1'i ty "'Jhic~
is b~sic to Biolical ~nd ~istorical Studies, 2-5asic Christia~
Tho'l,1;ht ,·'hie:: is o"J.sic to rrheologic~l-Philosor:hi~!:Il stud.ies, J?he110jTl9"'1olo~y of ?eliqio~ ... ~hich is baAJ.c to the sturlies in ··Iorld.
P.eligio"r'l~ ::t~d 4-R~ligion in .Societ~r which is b-=>.sic to the Peligio;"
in Cultu!"~ (livisio'l'1. (i-Tote: a c~art port:'e~'lrw the in.terrel<;).tionshi'O
of t!'l~SI'5!: discipliYl9s is att2checl to this paper:)
These cou":"'ses in reliljior. are ri,P.'orous ana. sti:rulating an-:1. are ar>.
iTltBgr.:e.l part of the academic progrA.rn. On!' ,3:oal is to ch""lle!"'[;e
sturl.er~.ts to .e;rapple with the he!1ic !"Poli::-ious ~n:l philoso!=,hi~3l
questtons and arrive at considered positions of their o~n. A deci~e~

.'

,.

fOOllS 1s "'i"rr->r. to the !'elatio:1shin b~t"'~e~ relieion and the
intellecD''='l '9:'~blesms of' 01,.1!' r'l.~y: qeligion and li'b~!"?-l lear!!i~g
are re.:::;:aroed as r.mtually sllpportive.

The cl.l.::-rlJnt core reQ.ui!'''!::e~t in reli~io:I "!hich "Ie recorm!!e!"..d for
conti"'!.l'~!lce is ~~d has been l'ncE"r cO:l.stant re'.'i~\1 b:r the de~!"t::er.t.
At the orese~t ti~e it reflects t~e ~cc~oted educ~tion?l theory
provin.i;-: fo!' ...rider elective possibilities. This p::-i!1ci91e is
pursued-,at· both +'he 3asic St::1.ies ar.d Fp!'er IJevel areas. stvc.e::ts elect
their first CO'lI"se i!l reliGio:l f!"o.ll ?J'"l.y O!le of the four courses ir.
Basic Stn1.ies in ReliZian and their seco~il. Gourse· in reli,3'ion fro:!!
any co~rse in the five disciplines that does not have additional

prereqll.isi tes . :-This elective prograr.l· offers the student a choice
more suiten to his interests and abilities Nhile retaining t~e libcre.l
arts value of courses in religion. The response has been positive.
The question of entr~nce examinations and exemptions is a co~tinui~g
one in the deuart~ent. ~e exnerimented with entrance exa~inatio~s
for placenent-put"!>Oses in the-past but discovered that the religio~
knovrledge of e!lt~t"ing students '·!2.S so mininal that t~e procedure ,;:as
. aoondoned. Today we deal ~'!i t!'1 the superio::::' student (in !'elif;'io!l
knoaledge) t!1roue;h place:nent in select courses rather tha~ exe~ptio!ls
of student credit hours.

RespectfullY submitted,

/~~7~~
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A 9~eliii~~~y st~te~~rt on
. academic and curricul~r goals

The faculty of t~e deoartment of Rp.ligion sub~its this
stateme~t with thp. co~viction t~at we~have both a Ch~istian
and. a L.lr('lfessi0~al resr.o~sioility to ·).t'f!e the c6!1ti!lua~~e
of a strens G~~istian liheral a~ts traditio!! at Hope College.
We focus i:titially u!>O!'! the church-college relatio!1ship for
only in this context can the academic and and curricular
goals of the depart~ent be understood.

A.' The Church-College Relationship
ac~owledge that Hope College from her inception and
throughout her history has been a colle~e related to

We

the

Refor~e~

Church in America.

Evidenced by her

charter, her catalogs and the statements of the Soard
. -'of' Tru$tees J this fact is axio:uatic.
We affirn ar..d encourage this churc.h-college rela tio!1ship for \';e belie 1!e there is a spiritual bond ar..d
' . t-... y ~'!._hi'
. t s b e t yleen t·!"lem. Th..e ~1.:8515
. 0_f'
~ ff Inl
C:1 eXlS
. both irstitutio~s is respo~sibility to God as ~!1te~
preted. tl:.rough the Christi2.~~ faith.. This Christia!1
faith, rcoted i!1 the Holy Sc~iptures) deternines both
the mission e~d the direction.for the program and
practices of. both institutions. I t is t!1i s spiritual
bond a~d basis that gives Hope College her uniqueness.,
vIe believe that if the college "is to survive she must
reaffir~ her distinctiveness and give serious atte~tio~
to the implications of it in every area of her operatio~s.
Curricular Goals of Religion Department
in this context.
.
",
.' I- The curricular progra~
The charter of Hope College and the college's commitment as a Refor"!:1ed Church !"=lated institution reQuire
an acadei!lically sound program in religion Hithin tne
division of the humanities. To this end the Religion
Department currently offers a curricular structure
that spans its academic field both systematically ar.d
comprehensively. The course offerings are Rivided into
five disciplines: Biblical Studies, Historical Studies,
Theologiceo.l-Philosop;'ical Stt~~.ies, Studies in l.':orld
Religions, . p.,r.c.. ~elisio!'!. i~ CuI tll~e. ;'Ot1~!Cl.B. tio!!.al to

B.
.

.

AC8aemic-a~d

.

"

•

•

•
thes~

discipli~es

is a

~~sic

St~Qies

sectio~ which h~s fou~ co~rses:

of Jud~isn a~d
a~n ~is~oric~l

i~ ~~li~io~

1- 7he Si:e~atv~e
Christianity whic~ is basic to Bibl~Gal
stu~ies. 2- gasie Christia~ Thoug~t

'
t 0 T'"__eO_OZlca
1
'
1 D'
-'
1 S t u ~'
' - i S b:?oSle
Wh Ion
_r'D.'1 Osop::-llca
..... les.

3- Phenomeno10gy of ?eligion
in World

P,eli~ionsJ

~hich is basic -to the studies
and 4_ Religion in So~iety which.

is basic to the Reli8'ion i!l Cultu!'e division.

"

{Note: a chart portraying the interrelationship of
these disciplines is, attached to this paper.}

'v

These courses in religion a~e rigorous and stimulating
and are an integral part of the academic program. Our
goal is to challenge students to grapple with the basic
religious and philosophical questions a~d arrive at
considered position of their Dvm.

A decided focus

1s given to the relationship between religio~ and the
intellectual problems of cur day. Rellgio~ and
liberal learning are regarded as mutually supportive.
2- The Religion Major Program
A student majoring in Religio~ is counselled to urepare

a libe~al a~ts uro~ra~ that e~anates fro~ this c~r. ')ricular structure into a broad ranee of interdisciuli~2ry
. studioo. Thns, the Religion Najar pragra:n can be utilized
as a preparation for f.raduate study in social work,
law, .1ourJ'l.alism, teaching, eta. as \',e11 as graduate
study in theological schools.

C.

The

Reli~iori

Faculty

The Relizian .facul t~l, C0T!1oose4 of seven members, is
co~ni tted to the goals a~c'!.. the pnrposes of Hope Callere

..

,.

•
,-

as a Christian. liberal arts institution. We share together a dedication to the accepted principles of higher
. education: the primacy of truth, integrity in t~aching
of truth, excellence in teachin~ and scholar~hip and
acceptance of social respo~sibility. The unique~ess
of Christian higher education in this context is the
conviction that the knowledge of. reality and the meaning
of life is inadequate and incomplete apart from the
revelatio~ of God. thro1)~h JeS!l.s Christ.
Our ultim?te·
goal is the training: or- \'1!'iole perso"'s through an education
where·spiritu~l values are made relevant to the cantemporar:' scene, Nhere t:,e k~oNle:t':0 ()f t~e science~ 8:-:d t~e
en50y~e~t of the arts p.~~ ~cGo~~izec as 00~IS ~if~s to
'.';
s'uc"" .
a dy"'.. . r.>;".. 1-;-0
1_.l._
:'f'e of man
flo"'e~
_;l.
•.... l-'1
l...
......
. . ."~St
.,
_ ..• ,
m ~.....
not in ivory towers, but c.ut':"in the \-TOrld \'1here doing
follo-"s from being.
.
..~.l._"'"

~

We are co~~itted to the teaching and study of man's
·spiritual heritag-e as a context for dev~lo!,ing in our educational pattern thf.! true 'TI\:Jnil1S of life and a sense of
•
moral responsibility and direction.

February 25, 1955

Dr. HO:lry Voob'd
Dear Cy:
At tue last meeting of the Execut1ve Co~ittee
of tbe Board of ~usteos of Hope Collaee the
follow-lne :r6so1utlon ",,-as ad.opted:
"In viell of the fact tba t a) ointment to toach
a
0 e allege implies
0 sac or
shall be a minister 0
18 I
n~e
urC4 n
America it .....as voted. to rec
l~o
1e practice
o con ro~t ons .n prey
ne
~~
c
min13te.s b stl u atin&
at: $120·
e
"presont sti n::1 of a 1 mom er 0
-rrG-nt"ttttJ..
stc.ff-ls rental ...llo",..ance nnd the bala.nco is
5:11ary. II
If you ~15h to test \;hether this claim for exe~p
tion from taxes will be allowed, arrangomonts
can be mado for the necessary statement with
H(lnnr Steffens.
Cordially yours,

Irwin J. Lubbers
IJL. jllh

Religion Prof 'Cy' Voogd Retires
Profe5~r,£,f Rl'ligion Henry ("C\'''l Voogd.
who JOined.!:l2l!!s [arum" 194i. will.!£!lTt
i'ht;~, announces D:l\'ld G. M;;:'kcr,

-

provost.

For 25 of hI' 36 ys;.:u:.s of scnlicl.' to HapC',
Voogd provided [eadershlp 10 the dl.'partment
of Ttligion as acting bead dunn,!; the years
~;:i2-60 and as formal chaIrman during

60--7».

"

Under hiS lonS-tcrm gUldancC', thC'dl'partmtn! grew from a "st'l'"ic
:mml.'''~-

ISlLn

to

courses

ro\'ldC' I ('

In

,

I

~osram

which ProYoS! Muker describes as
an acadl'mlcally sound and balanced program

tht humanlll~ curnculum." Courses arC'
now offered In all major an'as of rehSJous

In

st\ld!~blbllCal,

hlslonca!. lheolopcaJ. cui·

tural and ....orld rtl.glons. A major In f('!lSlon
has been 3vailablt' ~inc(' 1962.
Othl'T accomplishments mcludt' Voogd's mstrumental role In mauguralmg Ii'll." D.1hforlh
program of guest lectureships at Hope in thr
rarly 1950s and the rstabllshment and din.~c
lion of a rrligion scholarship program fO
provide incenllve for superior students Interesrt'1:l in vocallons of church :and soci:al
~T\'Jce,

••

InterteStamentary pe'nod, Sud/lme an
Currenr chairman of the dfl>anment of
religion, Elton J, Bruins 'SO, spe-ah of hiS
HarrC'u..
rellnng colleague's' major contributions to
--Despite his mvo]vemrnt in adminislTam'e
lasks, Voogd mamtaihrd an unflagging mHope Co]]rgr, liS academic life a:'ld liS relallonshlp to the Hope College con~titl,lency."
frrrst in fraching, prompting him to restTuc'"He has taught a ml,l!tHl,ldr of students
rurl' lotally his teaching approach alter
dunng hiS years of service," Brums :'Iotes.
renring from the chairmanship SIX years ago
"Before there was a colle e cha lain, Cv
In order to enoompass fOC\lS on student proa minister t I' , apt prosram an was reIMS and indiVidual reS<'arch lIS ....1'11 as an
sponSible for Ihc mOCDm8 ch.apel
ISSUl'-Otll'ntt'1:l :approach to the teaching of
speakers..
biblical studies.
'In Spill.' of very hea\)' teaching respon"I think Ihal II IS remarkable, although not
slbllilll'S :and the chamnanshlp of the depanunoommon OIl Hope, for soml'One less Ihan a
men!. he w:as a vlI:a1 !Ink with the churches In decade away from re\lremenf deCiding 10 tT}'
thl' dl'nomin3tion, whrre he IS rl.'spl'Clrd as a
an entirely new approach to teaching. It is
preacher and very much In demand, Yet he
lhls kind of commllmen! which makes Hope
was able to produce scholary wrlllng and
such a sp<'Clal place and m:akes Professor
pubhsht'1:l a book. Ahcwe all, members of the
Voogd so deserVing of sperlal recogmtlon,"
nott'S Jacob NyenhUIS, dean for the ans and
depanment and hiS students chensh hiS unhumanlll~,
failing good humor and bnght SPlTlt."
An expert In Old Testament hlsloT}' and
A 1941 grady;", of Hops:, V
thl'ology, Voogd has authored a number of
the di'l'lnll\' d~ ret' fro
artlcles app<':aring 11'1 schol:arly Journals and m
mlnarv In 19i1. Hr IS an ord:aln minister
19i7 I'll.' publlshrd a popular study of thc
In the Reformed Church In AmeTlCa and

sen'ed churches In Pratls\'JIl~, :-J.Y., and
Clo'l'er Hill, N.J., before coming to Hope.
He has done biblical :and archat"Ological research In Israel on twO occasions and IS active
in a numb~r of professional societies, including the Society of Biblical literature, The
AmCTlcan Society of Oril.'ntal R~srarch and
The Chicago 5ooet)' of Biblical ReS<'arch. H~
is acu\'e in the Danfonh Associallon and has
directed a reSional conference for that
organlZ3l1on.
looking back over hIS career at Hope',
Voogd highlights the "extraordinary rapport"
he h:as known ','mh colleagues as well as "the
privilege of intetacting with countless Students of sevtral generalions In their fluid
years of chOlet' and deciSIon."
HIS re!lTemenl plans include another vislI
to the Near East and the authorship of a
~nt'S of Old Testamlmt biblical study unlls
for church use.
Ht IS ffi:arrit'1:l 10 the former Heltn Thompson '45.

Cy's long term of service at Hope College has special meaning for me.
I knew him first as a teacher.

During my student days at Hope, a student

was required to take a Bible course each year.

Cy was my teacher for

Sophomore Bible, a course in the Book of Acts.

In addition, I chose

him as a teacher again because he taught Archeology and the Bible, which
was a fascinating course.
In

~,

I still have the text in my personal library.

when I interviewed for a position open in the department and

was hired, Cy became my superviser.

I am indebted to him for bringing

me into the department and for guiding me as a fledgling instructor.
When Cy chose to discontinue his work as chairman of the religion
department, a position he held for twenty-five years, we became colleagues.
Through all of these relationships, I have come to realize clearly
what a major contribution Cy has made to Hope College, oan its academic
life, and its relationship to the Hope College constituency.

He has

taught a multitude of students during thirty-seven years of service.

Before

there was a college chaplain, Cy administered the chapel program and was
responsible for the morning chapel speakers.

Under his direction, the

religion department went from a service department to an academic department
and the development of a full major in religion along with an entire revision
of the curriculum in the department.

In spite of very heavy teaching

responsibilities and the chairmanship of the department, he was a vital link
with the churches where
in demand.

~iS

regarded as a vital preacher and very much

Yet he was able to produce scholarly writing and published a book.

Above all, members of the department and his students cherish his unfailing
good humor and bright spirit.

After these many years of service, he leaves

many people in his debt.

'I

c

Feb. 24, 1983

To:

Froe:

Re:

i::ileen :Beyer

Henry (Cy) Voogd

Resume upaate and Retirement comments

Eileen:
I thank you for your inquiry and beyond
I will offer a few random cocn,ents .

-""....

•
,q

~he

resume update

v.y

~
v

initial reflection is that I express gratituce to God for tte
opportuni ty and privilege of investing a lifetill.e of teacr.ing
and service to Hope College. I earnestly believe that hope

-rl

College can be, ana is in the process of uecoming, a tlmodel
institution and community of liberal arts education in a
Christian context.

,,

rt

v

"

t

A.mong my cr.erished Hope College reflections are the follo't.1 ing:
(seriatim)

rl

wi th Dean Eil ton (Eud) H~nga, inaue,"Urating tne Danforth program
on nope1s campus (early fifties)
~,~~",

AS an Associate of the

~

"
...,
•
J

.

'->

~

~anforth

low.uation and in conjunction

The evolvement of the ~\eligion dep,.rin,ent froma~BibliC2l
studies division of the curriculum to a full orbed acaQe~ic
department with hi~hly qualifiea specialists in all areas of
relig~ous st~dies (Biblical, Historical, Theological, Cultural
and ~orld religions) (sixties and sEventies)
The establis~~ent of a F.eligion ~cholarship program (Van 1S5)
to provide incentive for superior st~de~ts to enter into voc&tions
of church and social service. (early sev~nties)
Plus:
The privilege of work and fello~ship with my esteemed
colleagues in the Religion depertment, begin~ing with Prof.
Lambert For.stein and ending with our present staff. (eKtrao~g~B5f¥)
The privilege of interacting with countless stucents or
several ge~erations in their fluid years of choice and decision.
Retirement comment:
In my philosophy of the Cnristian pilgrimage, life is a journey
anci. not a d.estination, a thorcughfC:l.re ana. r.ot a termi:n...s and thus
I look forward to the unfolding of the n€Kt chauter With/haDe and
expectation. I,i thin tI-.e providence of God, these expl2ctations
incluc.e:
1ravel (a revisit to tne Near East)
Go:: tinued enj oyment of fan.ily relationshi us
Hobbies (activity sports, reading, study,· etc.)
'writing (I anticip<.:te evolvh.g a series of O.'f. Biblical
.
stkUy units for church presentation and usage)
Contlnued. service in preaching, teacting and corr~~r~ty l~fe.~_

l.
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Thomas Carlyle once 'Wl"ote:

(~

is the veneration done to

this a bit

~her

by

h~

allow~ng

1I0tle of the Godlike th;"'gs in this ·...orld

'.lO::-th by the hearts of m.en."

one's

~holl&~~s

to be shared

One oight carry

·~th o~hers

throl l gr

the -ritten .ord.
w'herees D:-. Henry Voogd has guided the Dept. of Religion for t"•.-enty-five

years, and ,.nll noo,J<! relinquish his duties es chair:nan, it is ti:De to put some
of our thoughts into vords.

Dr. Voogd Joined the Hope College Faculty in 1947, Qeginning
bis 'W'ork
,
~

the area of

A-~er

Eugene

sociOlo~,

a discipline in vhich he had done considerable york.

a shoTt time he moved to the Dept. of Religion.
Oster~ave:t left

Weste.-~

wne~

Rone Colle e to becOI::le a lIle!:lber

o~

in 1952,

D~

the faculty of

Theola leal Se%i.ne.:: , Dr. Voogd "'as given !"u.l.l responsibility for the
i ;

operation of the

Dent.

the:l loow-n quite simply as the 3ible Depart::l.e:lt.

Prior to 19;2 end UI!.til 1960, the college sav the Deps-~!!!.e:::lt of ~eligio:l
as a service depa.rt::netl.t, ha.vf-ng a :lumber ot cOu:'ses, but no depe....-tZL.ental boU.tl.daries.

Later, C"j,

as

ve have alvays addressed

i-oim,

beceme the chai:rma.n of

the depa.rt!:lel1t, end for::ned the department.
Chai!"!!lS.n of the department carried with it a number of obligations
includi:lg fu.l.l responsibility for the morning chapel'services.

This meant

securing faculty, stude:lts, or local ministers to lead chapel.

And very oftetl.

this called for

C'.{

to take over on short notice.

a fev meditations ready for e:trY eventuality.
college secured a :'ul.l-ti.!:le c!:l.s.plain.

As he used to say, he kept

lie carried 'on this ;.;rork until the

'!!lose of us ',;ho heard b.i:!l. otten, and

often spee.ki:lg on en Old Testement the:ne, appreciated his polish, his correct:less in the use ot language, e.:ld his pauses that gave a certain dignity to
his :neditation.
Duri:c.g his years as chai:r:ma.n the department moved to a t'ull curricul1..l.I!l,
a :::c.a,jor program. Vith the number of students no.... equal to depa.rt::nental majors

/
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in the oldest departments on campus.

difficult task.

On the one

i..,t::-oduc~g

the tla.jo:" prog::-s'o was'

there vas the parish

h~d,

~~ister

So

wOo had been

schooled to think that he should get all his religion in the seminary, end
~~o

passed this on to the student, and on the

se~inB-~

very

je~ous

of its

~rerogative

-

into a. more scholarly approach.

o~her h~d ~here

..as the

and a bit.af::-aid of being
pushed
.

C"/ alweys sought to handle this io a

diplomatic ::lell!:ler end ultimately secured a strong backing for the program.
Cy had a <ley of moving quietly, UZlvilling to push to the POUlt -me::-e

one !tight ::.-.m i:::lto a solid ;;all..

And he often spoke of his faith thet

ultimately all things would vork out for good, a faith often vindicated.

For a number of years Cy found it oecessa...-y to carry out his "'ark in
e.n at:l1osphere that was !lot sytlpathetic to\tard 17'o.".'1:h in the depe:t!:lent.

Tnis

.

seemed to renect a Dotion that the college should be carer..ll about its

that is still nth us, but certainly not at the se.me strength.

And the

strong schol!U"ly faC".J.1ty in the dep8.! t-.:ent ::-anks high i:::1 comparison to the
college at large.
It ",;as Cy's dream. that someday .....e .....ould be able to have an endovment
fund for s'tudents in the depa....-tz:lent.
O\I'U persiste!lce.

His vision beceI:le ::-eality througb. his

The Religion Scholarship ?und and the Clarence Van Ess

Christian :::ducatioll Endo\,-:me:lt Fund .....ere botn the result of his .....ork, making
personal contacts and visiting churches to secure their help.
~f

bes

al~eys

been interested in

this inte::-est has coce

~to

a scholarly

t~e T~ter-Testementa..~ period,
~o::-k

on

t~at

fically vitO. the church in mind, a goal 'that says

o

period,

so~thing

·~itten

and
spec i-

of his love for

the Christian Church.
Now after t .....enty-five years
depa.r:t1ell"t.

~J

is giving up

t~e

direction of the

Th.e ".rriter h.a.s been a colleague of C'f for t .....enty-fb'e years,

/
..
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and has a.lvays served under his chairme.nship, a good quarter of a century

and en enjoyable one.
As Carlyle has pointed out, it is right that ve reme!ll.ber those who

have given of themselves, and in this spirit, the department records in its
minutes these Yards of remembrance, praise, and thankfulness.

Lambert J. Fonstein

,

.

,

Henry ...:v~o~o='-

,,

Heligion
Professor
Sept. 1973

Personal data

Spouse's name, Helen Jane

Date of birth, June 14, 1918

Citizenship, U.S.A.

Education
B.A. Hope College, 194+; B.D. western Theological
~emlfi"ry. 1944;
Th.D. Princeton Theological Seminary,
1947: Old Testament language and siteratu%'e; Biblical archaectegy, Intertests:nentery studies.
Academic ranks at Hope College
.
Asaoc. prof. sociology. 1947-51, AsSOC. rof. religion,
6l~57, actingcnmn. de t
7-60 Prof and c. n. aept,
~'l3,

Other te5ching experience
Teaching fcJ10\t Old Testament, Princeton Theological
Se.minar'Y 1 J. 946-47 j Instl~uctor in Hebre"1 end Intpoduction
to Old 'res r,ament .....!estern Theological Sei:linary t 1966

other professional experience
Uni"'crsity of J'l1ch5.{;f'.n, Near Eastern studies,

SUJi.. ilcr,
.

Hebrew Unl.\'ersity, Jcrusalem, Archaeology and Biblical

1965

research, 1960
lUni stcr- r Rotorinsd Chur'ch in America,. ,1942-1973
Prattsville, lL Y. psstorate, 1944-45

Cilinr Hill. N.J. pestorste, 1946. 1.7

MemberBhip in profeGslonal societiEs (active)

Societ)' of' Biblical Ll.terature

hmerlcan Society of Oriental Research

Amori Moll i.cademy of R<,1l.gion
Chicago Society of Biblical Research

Honors and Awards
\~estern 1'hcological Seminary Theology and Homiletic Awards
... Den Uyl Awerd
HGW York U~iversity Holy Ls.nd travel ani study B.Nard.
Unl.versitj· of I"ichigs" Near Eastern Studies Brant.

Community involvoment (curre.nt)
Exchange Club, prcsic~ntt 1970
Third ReforucQ ChurCh, member
Hollend Classls, of Reformed Church in America

Sabbatical leave, first demester, 1971-72
Classroom
Introduction of new seminar course on Dead Sea Scrolls

Publication
Bool'. Seeo.tl.T:lO ar.o. P.e.r,'est, a popular Gtudy of tho period
bet'1enn tho i,;ostaamcncs.
Other: Teaching of adult Biule stuo.y courGes in local churches.

November 5. 1948

Dr. Jacob Prins
1146 ~ Street, S.E.
Orani Rapids. Micl:igen
Dear Jack:

/ . , / -- "'-

Cy Vooed pes lni'oroed oe the.t he would like to leave
the f1el~ of SocioloQ'" after this year en:1 to into the Departtlent of ?1-ble.-- I esked hio to t~.1nk 1 t over &n:i tell De vh1ch
he pre!ered, s'ta.tinc thnt I had. been in!itructed by the !:.%ecut1V8 Co=o.ittee to find. out hi5 a.ttitude in the O!!tter.
He took
it under cODs~derntion for a week and has nov cooe to this
decision.
I so !1 11 tUe concerned that he m83' be under the 10pression that bis deciding this =ake! it final. I felt that 1t
vould squelch tis enthu.s~~ to :'e!:1i!rl hi;:; that the ~~CtltlT8
Co~1ttce has ~ot yet decided tbe catter.
Ve should. therefore,
eoee to n ~ecision very proO?t17. ot~erwise ! -tIl h~ve to cell
h1~ &&~in ~-~ tell htc that it 12 ~~er conslderntion.

! believe ve ~~uld be ere~tLv helped in our decision
if ve hed linee up n coot person for SocioloeY. I believe you
know a nan ~o was principal of the Annville Institute. 1 believe his naIle was Renderson. ! und.erfotend. that he DOV has a
Doctor'lS dee;ree in SocioloG1. Can you tell me cmyth1ng about
hio !'om do yot:. bolo" vhere he can be loc<=.tedT

I have been investigating the natter which ~-s in.1ected. into the :9or",rd '~eeting toward the close o~ the day a.."ld.
rill :.rop in to tRll: it over soon.
Cordiall; yours,

Irwin J. Lubbero
1.1'1.: hs

January 20, 1960

Rev. Richerd P. Mallery
82.50 Kew Gardens Road
lew Gardens 15, New York
Dear Dick:
Thank you for your good letter of January 15th.

Thank you also
for the greetings from Jack Mills. ~e know him very well. He
represents the architectural firm Which is supervising the
building of our new million dollar ~n's dormitory. I see
him at least once a month. May t suggest that you do not listen
to him too seriously. \ole need you in the Reformed Church.

Dr. Henry Voogd has the necessary qualificstions for effective
work at the----siminary level. He is a fine young schohr. He
has the right point of view. He is conservative in his theolo
but not do~tic. He is adapta e a
e
saine presence.
is wife incidentslly is a fine singer.
We ~~ld hate to lose him at Hope College but we do not wish to
stand in his wey. You will have other avenues through which you
can discover his record so I shall not go into the matter of his
scholarship ability. If at any time you a~sh to know more about
him please do not hesit2te to ask.
Greetings and best wishes.
Cordially yours,

INin J. Lubbers
IJL: jah

